THE PROPER NAME IN THE PROPER USE
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You don’t have to be a Sherlock to fill in most of the blanks here, but a few of the names in these slang expressions are somewhat less common than others and may give you some trouble. If you get them all, you’re an Einstein. Answers are found in Answers and Solutions at the end of this issue.

1. Let ----- do it
2. Rob ----- to pay ----- 
3. My name is ----- 
4. ----- doesn’t live here anymore
5. Will you love me in ----- as you did in ----- ?
6. Don’t be a ----- (be taken advantage of)
7. Keep hoping but don’t be a ----- 
8. Bums wind up on ----- 
9. A free pass is an ----- 
10. To work hard (especially as a uniformed cop) is to do a ----- 
11. A stupid woman is a Dumb ----- 
12. About the Irish they tell ----- and ----- jokes
13. A Confederate $100 bill was a ----- 
14. A hunchback is a ----- 
15. A prude (of either sex) is a nice ----- 
16. Three jacks in poker are ----- , ----- and ----- 
17. A person who was not hip was an ----- 
18. An auctioneer’s accomplice raising bids is a ----- 
19. A highly virile man is called ----- 
20. A female square is ----- 
21. The climax line of a play is an ----- 
22. An overseer or a stupid lad is an ----- 
23. A British stogee is a ----- 
24. An overcoat is a ----- 
25. A life jacket is a ----- 

Playing The Game

1. E (one)
3. Thousand, forty-nine, ninety-nine, ninety-five, (that’s two)
4. Eleventyone
5. Eighteen
6. Don’t be a - stupid lad is an -
7. Keep hoping but don’t be a -
8. Bums wind up on -
9. A free pass is an -
10. A stupid woman is a Dumb -
12. About the Irish they tell - and - jokes
13. A Confederate $100 bill was a -
14. A hunchback is a -
15. A prude (of either sex) is a nice -
16. Three jacks in poker are - , - and -
17. A person who was not hip was an -
18. An auctioneer’s accomplice raising bids is a -
19. A highly virile man is called -
20. A female square is -
21. The climax line of a play is an -
22. An overseer or a stupid lad is an -
23. A British stogee is a -
24. An overcoat is a -
25. A life jacket is a -

Dr. Pangloss
ARMENIAN manager
DENISH shadow
DANISH shadow
HUNG Wagon rein
KOREAN pangs
KAMPUCHEA kickshaws
OMAHA O Alice book
ALBANIA dark men.
YORUBA bar

Kickshaws
Over Sea, U
Wonderland, U
Alice book